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2004 Christmas Party and Awards Banquet
All club members and friends are invited to the annual Texas

Flyfishers Christmas Party and Awards Banquet on Saturday, December
4th.   Food will be served around 7:15 p.m., so arrive early to socialize and
get in the swing of things.  The event will be held at our house at 8870
Cardwell in Houston.

The directions are simple.  Heading west on Interstate 10 past the
610 West Loop, take the Bingle Road exit.  Stay on the service road
through the Bingle intersection and turn right on the second street, which is
Fries Road.  Go two blocks to Cardwell and turn right again.  Our house is
the second on the left.  If you're coming the other way on I-10 from out
west, take the Bingle exit, make a U-turn under the freeway, then turn right
on Fries Road and follow the rest of the instructions above.  If you get lost,
call 713-464-8687.

There will be turkey and ham provided by TFF.  Members supply
the side dishes.  The way this works is that everybody brings one side dish
(with a handwritten recipe).  However, to make sure we do not have thirty
sides of sweet potatoes, Clarke Thornton will coordinate the food
arrangements.  Please contact Clarke at the number below to coordinate
what you will bring.

There will be an awards presentation to someone for something.  That is always up to the president and
executive board.  Be assured this part of the program will last no longer than it takes to carve a turkey.  Some time
ago this get together was called the annual awards banquet and it was a semi-formal affair.  I guess we can still call
it an awards banquet, but it will not be formal at all.  Barbara says the dress is elegantly casual.

Anyone who has visited my house knows how easy-going Barbara and I are with visitors.  Kick back and
make yourselves comfortable.  Please accept this invitation.  We look forward to your visit to our home.  We request
that you RSVP with Clarke Thornton at 713-512-3657 (w) or via email at cthornton@ehshouston.org.

Jerry “Buggywhip” Loring

November Club Meeting

November 30th, 7:00 p.m.

Dr. Bill Harvey will be the
November speaker.  He will
discuss the effects of tides
and temperatures on the
feeding habits of fish on the
flats.

Holiday Inn, I-10 at Antoine.
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President's Corner
by Jerry "Buggywhip" Loring, president, Texas Flyfishers

Looking past the December Christmas Party and Awards Banquet, club activities
start with a bang.  The first monthly meeting is January 25th.  Two days later, the Hunting
& Fishing Show kicks off at the George R. Brown Convention Center.  The organizer
behind that show, Gail Coulan, has once again provided the Texas Flyfishers a
complimentary booth.  We need members to help staff the booth and tie flies to show and
tell the public what we do. 

The Fly Tying Festival is scheduled for the first weekend in February.  This year the event will be held at the
Holiday Inn Select on the Southwest Freeway between Kirby and Buffalo Speedway.  Frank Schlicht is “large and in
charge” of this most prestigious event which has become one of the hallmarks of TFF.  The main guest speaker and
presenter is Jack Gartside, who lives near Boston, Massachusetts, and is known worldwide for his inventive fly
patterns and quick wit.  A couple of his patterns have caught world-record fish.  He should be quite a draw.

The annual fund-raising auction will be held some time in March.  Rick Rawls provides the push for this
event.  Now is the time to start sorting through fishing gear you might want to donate.  Perhaps you can come up
with a very special gift we can auction off.  The food and fun make it into a most enjoyable afternoon.  

Then there are the outings.  January, February, and March are prime months for the Guadalupe and other
Hill Country rivers.  These are stocked with rainbow trout compliments of Guadalupe River Trout Unlimited or the
State of Texas.  Clarke Thornton, our freshwater outings chairman, will be scouting for leaders and assistants to
host the annual Guadalupe One Fly contest.  Saltwater outings crank up in March with a trip to Port Mansfield.  The
tentative schedule for all outings in 2005 follows on the next page.  Check it out.

As you can see, the New Year offers a host of activities.  Our club continues to thrive and fine tune its
programs.  Thank you for your support.   We look forward to your participation.   

* * * * *

Found at Seven Lakes (October outing) 

Lens cap for Canon camera lens, 58 mm.  Call Corey Rich, 713-861-1928.

* * * * *

Kauth to Assist Schlicht with Tying Classes

We recently reported that Jim Bridges, a member of the Texas Flyfishers since its inception, had moved to
Plano.  Jim was one of the most active and talented members of the club, and always generous with his time. 
Among other things, he helped out with the fly tying classes.  Jim’s departure is a great loss, but Dick Kauth has
volunteered to step into his shoes and assist Frank Schlicht with the classes starting in January.

Thanks, Dick.  Your efforts will ensure that the club’s outstanding tying classes continue successfully.
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Clarke Thornton - fresh

Scott Fossum - salt

OUTINGS
Our outings schedule is an ongoing work-in-progress.  Here are the trips we have currently scheduled for

the rest of the year, plus the new listings for 2005!  As always, this is a work in progress and subject to change.

To volunteer as a trip leader, contact fresh water outings chairman Clarke Thornton or salt water outings
chairman Scott Fossum.  Their telephone numbers and email addresses are on the Executive Committee listing

later in this issue.  Fresh water trips are designated [F], salt water [S] in the listings below.

November's trip to the Guadalupe River [F] is rescheduled to December 11 & 12
(tentative).  Sattler, Texas.  Trout [F].  Come either or both days.  For up-to-the-minute
info, contact Clarke Thornton for details.

January  7-9, 2005.  Lower Mountain Fork River, Broken Bow,
Oklahoma. Trout [F]. Float or wade as you wish.

January 29, 2005. Guadalupe River, Sattler, Texas.  Trout [F].
Warm up for the "One Fly" tournament.

February 20, 2005.  "Guadalupe One Fly," Guadalupe River,
Sattler, Texas.  Trout [F]. Float or wade as you wish.

March – Port Mansfield .  Leader needed [S].

March 18-20, 2005.  "Sowbug Round Up," Mountain Home, Arkansas. Trout [F].

April 3, 2005.  Yegua Creek, Newman's Bottom, Texas.  White Bass [F].

April – Lighthouse Lakes kayaking,  Aransas Pass, TX [S].  Ralph Adams, leader.  Kayak rental available nearby.

April 17, 2005.  Location to be determined.  Bass & Panfish [F].

May 7, 2005.  "Sunfish Spectacular," Seven Lakes, Damon, Texas. Sunfish & Bass [F].

May – Brown & Root Flats kayaking, Aransas Pass, TX [S].  Ralph Adams Leader.  Kayak rental available nearby.

June 11-12, 2005.  Llano River, Junction, Texas.  Bass & Panfish [F].

June – Louisiana Madness, Lake Charles, LA [S].  Leader needed.

June – San Jose Island kayaking, Rockport, TX [S].  Kayaking from Captain Sally's mother ship.  Leader needed.

July 9-10, 2005.  Frio River, Uvalde, Texas.  Bass & Panfish [F].

July – Port O'Connor jetties, Port O'Connor, TX [S].   Leave POC docks Saturday afternoon, fish all night, return
Sunday morning.  No boat required, but boats needed to ferry participants to the jetties.  Camp Saturday night on
the Matagorda Peninsula or stay up all night and fish.

July – "Port O'Connor One Fly" tournament,  Port O'Connor, TX [S].  Scott Fossum, leader.  Rotating crystal trophy
up for grabs.  Most inches of fish caught on the first fly you tie on wins.  Boat or kayak needed.

August 6, 2005.  San Marcos River Float Trip, San Marcos, Texas.  Bass & Panfish [F].

August - "Redfish Rodeo" [S].  Jerry Loring leader.

September 10, 2005.  Location to be determined.  Bass & Panfish [F].

September – South Padre Island, TX [S].  Leader needed.
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October 1 & 2, 2005.  "Padre Island Surf Fest".  Four-wheel down Padre Island and fish the surf [S].  Optional
camping on the beach.  

October 8, 2005.  Seven Lakes at Damon, Damon, Texas.  Bass & Panfish [F].

October – Nighthawk Bay (Bird Island Basin) in the Padre Island National Seashore in/near Corpus Christi/Port
Aransas.  Kayak, boat and walk-in opportunities abound both on the flats and in the surf.  Leader needed.  

November 6, 2005.  Guadalupe River, Sattler, Texas.  Trout  [F]

December 2005.  No outings.

* * * * *

TFFers Participate in Maverick/Hewes Event

There's quite a fleet of Maverick HPX-Ts owned by Texas Flyfishers members, and they got together
recently, along with a couple of Hewes Redfisher owners, for a couple of days of great fishing in Port O'Connor the
weekend of November 6th and 7th.  The Maverick owners group included Bruce Jefferis (former Wind Knots editor)
and son Paul, Corey Rich and Tira Overstreet, Mark Hollier and guest, Ed Hogan and brother-in-law Bubba, Tom
Lyons and son David, Barry Hill and friend, and Norbert Burch and Joe Deforke (Joe, Sunday only).  The Hewes
owners group included Mike and Suzanne Eberhard and Mike Handowski and friend from San Antonio.

The weather both days was as close to perfect as it gets and the
redfish were everywhere.  Saturday had stronger tides, and the fish ate
more aggressively, but Sunday was good as well.  Tira may have been
high rod, with ten reds on Saturday and another seven on Sunday, but
pretty much everyone had good fishing both days.  Corey and Tira hosted
a cookout at their Port O'Connor house Saturday night that gave everyone
a chance to meet, talk about boats, and tell fish stories.  A good time was
had by all.

* * * * *

Fishing with Tom Lyons’s Latest Catch
by Scott Fossum

We went out on Saturday, October 31st, to fish Calcasieu with guide Ron Begnaud, who gave the
presentation at the October meeting.  Despite tough conditions that included a 25-minute downpour five minutes
after we left the dock, 80% overcast, no tailers, and a very high tide that didn't fall as predicted, we managed to
scrape out five fish (four reds and one black drum).  The reds were all nice and ranged from three to six pounds.

The area we fished had "pockets" of marsh near deeper water, not large expanses of marsh or flats.  We
fished one shoreline that was wooded and looked suitable for bass fishing.  I had wanted to try something different
and this is a good place to experience variety.  Water clarity is about like that of West Matagorda Bay, but overcast
skies made it difficult to see cruising fish.  Fishing Calcasieu would be suitable for anyone who can cast about 40
feet.  Ron is a very enjoyable guide:  hard-working, talkative, knowledgeable, and fun to be with on the water.  I'll be
returning and recommend him to others.  From Clear Lake, it is 30 minutes closer than Port O’Connor.

Thanks, Tom, for getting Ron as a presenter.
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Tackle Talk
by Barkley Souders

Working as a tackle representative for numerous vendors since I retired in 1985, as well as having fished
with a fly for 63 of my 75 years, I have observed many changes in fly fishing products and techniques.  Over a series
of Tackle Talk articles, I will share some knowledge of both old and new fly fishing products, the impact of
technology on the equipment, and ideas about things to come.  I will try to be objective and cover products from
vendors we represent as well as those of competitors.  Most of the products described can be obtained from
Angler’s Edge, Cut Rate Fishing Tackle, CanoeSport, or Marburger’s.  Please support your local fly tackle dealers.

As you collect more stuff, keeping it organized becomes a problem.  For example, you need to separate  
the trout flies from the bass bugs, the saltwater flies from the salmon flies.  This month we will take a look at fly
boxes.  The choices are many.  The memories that are attached to some of your old ones can be priceless.

 I have had this old Wheatley box since 1945.  This box was a gift from my high
school fishing partner.  We had great times.  I can’t count the number of days we cut class
in Spokane and went to Houser or Haden Lake in Idaho to fish for large chain-feeding
(cruising) rainbows.

All compartments in this box still function.  This model is still made today.  The
difference between the old box and the new one is that the new one has foam in the lid
while the old one has felt.

Another fly carrier is the leather fly book.  It is convenient to carry in the chest
pocket of your waders.  The collection of flies pictured here brings back memories of
trips to the George River in Quebec where we fished for Atlantic salmon.

Today when selecting a fly box we have many choices to consider.  They range
in price from a few dollars to more than a hundred and the quality varies from crummy to
outstanding.  As we look at boxes, consider their function as it applies to fresh or
saltwater.

It is a good idea to distinguish between boxes used for storage and boxes you carry with you when fishing. 
Most of us have abandoned the fly fishing vest in which we carried everything we owned.  The concept was, “I might
possibly need this.”  Currently, most of us wear either a fanny pack or a chest pack, or carry a couple of boxes in the
fishing shirts available today. 

Select the fly patterns you expect to use, place a few of each in a box you can readily identify, and leave the
rest of your supply in the car or boat.

Fly boxes are easy to lose.  Over the years, I have lost boxes by setting them in the grass while changing
flies.  I have lost them going head-over-heels down a stream, concerned more about surviving than about retrieving
the fly boxes.  They disappear when crawling through fences or when left on the boat deck as you race to the next
hot spot.  Keep a reserve supply.

Some boxes float and others sink like a rock. I found a box of flies in the Gunnison River last year.  This box
contained approximately 50 flies (50 flies X $1.75/ fly = $87.50 + box = $100.00+).  None had any value after being
soaked for an extended period of time.

Some fishermen like boxes that are waterproof.  A word of caution: If you put wet flies into a waterproof box
and forget them, they will surely rust and cause other flies in the box to also rust.  In saltwater, it is even worse, so
rinse your flies in the cooler or when you wash the boat and then dry them before putting them in a waterproof box.

A box with flat or rippled foam is a good choice if you fish occasionally.  Before buying, check the quality of
foam in several boxes.  There are various grades of foam.  Closed cell is the best, but again, if you place wet flies in
the foam, they will have a tendency to rust if not allowed to dry properly.  This goes for stainless steel hooks as well.

Does the box under consideration have a good hinge for the lid?  Inexpensive boxes have plastic hinges or
plastic pegs that tend to break.  The quality boxes have brass or stainless steel hinges.
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The three common box sizes are small (2 ¾” X 3 ½”), medium (5 ¾” X 4”), and large (4 ½” X 8 ¼”).  The
medium size is the most popular.  This box will fit in a shirt
pocket as well as most chest or fanny packs.  Since these
boxes are opaque it is important to mark the type of flies in the
box with a permanent marker.

I prefer boxes with clear lids since I can observe what’s
inside without having to open and possibly spill the contents. 
There is nothing like trying to pick up a couple of dozen flies that
have spilled on a gravel shoreline.  Further, the wind has a

tendency to pluck a few flies from an open box.

 The box on the right of the picture makes it easy to choose a popper before
opening the box.

A method of holding flies is exhibited in the box on the left. The flies are held
in a plastic insert that has slots or clips.  This works well for larger flies but will not
work with trout flies. This arrangement is common from manufacturers like Rose
Creek and Fox Box.

I like the following waterproof boxes by Otter.  They are available in several sizes
and colors.  The small box on the left of the photo is my favorite saltwater box.  Its
dimensions are 4 ½” X 2 ¾” X 1 3/8”.  It is large enough to carry all of the flies I need for a
wading trip to the flats yet fits in my shirt pocket.  Remember, your reserve flies are in the
boat protected from the salt spray.

Speaking of storage, this new
box is from Ocean Boxes.  The “Black

Box” has dual stainless steel hinges and is 10 ½” X 14” X 3”.  It
is a bit pricey, but so was your boat. The key features are strong
magnetic strips with individual slots to hold large flies.  It also
has a foam lid to hold additional flies and spoons.

Another series of boxes is from Morell.  These boxes are available in several sizes
and colors.  The boxes are made of foam and they float.  The hinge is the weakest part of
this selection.  They  are great on-the-go boxes.  It is interesting to watch one floating
down a river especially with someone trying to retrieve it!

Finally, here is a box for the fly fisherman’s other stuff: 
wallet, money clip, watch, and car keys.  This waterproof box is a
good accessory for any boat, kayak, or camping trip.  The Otter

Dry Box is 4 ½” wide including hinges X 6 ¼” long X 3 ¼” tall. 

Next month:  Some great trout boxes.

* * * * *

Changes in the Wind (Knots)

Ralph G. Adams, Jr., a contributor to these pages and frequent outings leader, has joined the Wind Knots
staff as associate editor.  He has been largely responsible for editing the various articles in this issue.  After a
transition period of a few months, Ralph will take over as editor and publisher and Corey Rich will go fishing.
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eBay Opportunities for the Fly Fisherman
by Tom Lyons

I have been cruising eBay for deals for about four years now and in that time I have won some and lost
some.  I will try to pass on what I have learned to help my fellow members avoid making some of the mistakes
I have made.

My basic recipe requires that I go to the fly fishing section under sporting goods and fishing and then click
on the “Ending Today” button.  It makes no sense to look more than a day ahead because nearly all the bidding
happens in the last day.  In fact, for desirable items, most bidding happens in the last hour.  Once I get to that day’s
items, I start looking for things I might want.  When I find something I am interested in, I start looking deeper.

By looking deeper I mean:

1. Checking out the vendor’s feedback.  If it isn’t absolutely stellar, move to another item. 

2. Checking the item’s price at an on-line store or tackle shop.

3. Looking further ahead to see if there are similar items that may go at a lower price.

When you have completed the above, consider the hints below and then bid to the point you are willing to
pay.  I have found that if you wait you will usually find a deal at the right price.

1. Check the shipping and handling charges.  I once got nailed buying hooks for fly tying because the shipping
and handling charges, when added to the purchase price, put the delivered cost over what I could get it for
in a local store.  The purchase price may look good, but you need to add the shipping and handling charges
to know what kind of a deal you are really getting.

2. If you are looking at buying a rod you really need to know what it will cost you to ship it.  You will pay more
than $10.00 unless the seller agrees to pay part of the total.  If you are shipping a two-piece rod, you may
end up paying nearly $20.00 for shipping.  Unless you have a really good price on the rod you may be better
off letting somebody else learn that lesson.

3. You will often see prices that are steeply discounted for some first rate tackle.  Sage rods come to mind.    I
started seeing a lot of RPLXI rods go on sale recently.  I also saw them go on sale at Cut Rate because
they are being discontinued and replaced by a newer version.  Now, nearly every tackle store in the country
is discounting these rods on eBay and they often go for more than Cut Rate will charge you right here in
town. 

4. I would avoid most feathers and those kinds of things because you can’t see or feel them and not
everybody’s idea of a prime neck matches mine or yours.  Brand-name threads and tools seem to be OK.  I
haven’t yet had a bad experience with this kind of item.

5. Fly tying hooks can be a deal if you watch the shipping charges.  There are always a lot of Mustad, Tiemco,
and other brand-name hooks for sale, but you have to watch closely to make sure you don’t end up paying
more than standard retail.  Sometimes a vendor will be selling a number of different sized hooks and will
combine them all in one shipping charge for you.  If you need a lot of hooks this can save you a bundle.

6. There are a lot of good quality reels on sale for attractive prices, but you have to be careful.  For instance,
Orvis just put all their Vortex reels on sale for nearly half off but vendors on eBay are getting prices above
those Orvis is selling them for.  On the other hand, you can get the following perfectly good reels at a fairly
steep discount:

a. Scientific Anglers Mastery Series reels.  Not the others, just the Mastery Series;
b. Lamson LP;
c. Orvis DXR;
d. Redington AS, RS2, and Al series.
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7. Don’t buy a bamboo fly rod on eBay unless you really know what you are doing.  There are hundreds of old
dime-store and Japanese post-war rods out there just looking for some sucker to buy them and eBay has a
lot of them on sale every day.

8. There are a lot of Scientific Anglers Mastery, Cortland 444 and AirFlo lines up for auction.  They are usually
the series that has just been discontinued.  The Scientific Anglers Mastery lines will be the older versions
that do not have the AST coating.  They are good lines but you shouldn’t pay more than half what they
originally retailed for.

You can do well in some areas on eBay.  You should only bid if you have checked the local retail availability
and are sure of the item’s fair value.  I see people overbid every day.  This is great if you want to sell something. 
But the buyer, as always, must beware!

* * * * *

Upcoming Meetings

As is mentioned on the front page of this issue, instead of a regular meeting with a speaker in December,
we are having our annual Holidays Party and Awards Ceremony on December 4.

Our January speaker will be Capt. Steve Soulet, talking about fly fishing in the Galveston Bay system.

Our February speaker will be Ken Richards.  He runs a guide service on the White River in Arkansas.  His
presentation is on trout and smallmouth fishing in Arkansas.  Mr. Richards has also agreed to donate a trip for the
club auction.

* * * * *

Photos and Stuff

Remember, the photo caption contest for the photo at the left ends November
30th.  Submit your entry to Wind Knots (c/o corey.rich@aya.yale.edu [put
"Caption Contest" in the e-mail subject line or it won't be opened] or mail to
Corey Rich, 1900 N. Memorial Way, Houston, TX  77007) for a $20 prize.  The
executive committee will determine the winner.

Dick Kauth and Joe Nicklo on the recent TFF trip to
Arkansas.  Photo by S.B. (Bud) Turner

Bootie rack, King Fisher
Inn, Arroyo Colorado
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TEXAS FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Jerry Loring
President
Home:  713-464-8687
Cell:  713-875-4289
jerrytms@flash.net

Tom Lyons
VP Programs
Home:  281-379-7944
TFLyons@aol.com

Mark Jones
Secretary / Membership
Home:  713-466-1539
mdjones54@hotmail.com

Rick Rawls
Treasurer / Auction
Work:  713-666-7100
Home:  713-830-5446
rick55@ev1.net

Corey Rich
Wind Knots  /  Legal
Work:  713-861-1928
Home:  713-621-6071
corey.rich@aya.yale.edu

Clarke Thornton
Freshwater Outings
Work:  713-512-3657
Home:  713-641-0022
cthornton@ehshouston.org

Scott Fossum
Saltwater Outings
Work: 281-604-4949
Home: 281-480-6053
scott.fossum@akzonobel-pc.com

Ralph G. Adams, Jr.
Conservation / Assoc. ed. Wind Knots
Work:  713-767-8039
Home:  713-664-0491
ralphnchristineadams@earthlink.net

Frank Schlicht
Education / Fly Tying Festival
Home:  281-392-5296
aged_sage@hotmail.com

Norbert Burch
Webmaster
Work:  281-589-4941
Home:  281-265-5156
tff.webmaster@texasflyfishers.org

Mike Willis
Special Events
Work:  713-223-7041
Home:  713-721-4755
mwillis@us.ca-indosuez.com

Troy Miller
Fly Casting
Work:  713-466-2322
Home:  979-865-5117
Troy.Miller@bakeroiltools.com

About Wind Knots
Wind Knots is your monthly newsletter, and it needs your help – otherwise we'll run out of things to print.  E-

mail your articles, photos, artwork, graphics, fishing news, tall tales, lies, and letters to the editor to
corey.rich@aya.yale.edu or fax to (713) 864-7488 not later than the 10th of the month for that month's issue.  Be
sure to put the words Wind Knots in the subject line of your e-mail. If you don't, I might think it's spam or worse
and delete it before opening.

If you have digital photos, please send them in .JPG format.  If you have paper photos, mail them to Corey
Rich, 1900 N. Memorial Way, Houston, TX  77007.  Please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for their
return.

The preferred form for text – stories, letters, and so forth – is in WordPerfect or Microsoft Word.  Please turn
off "smart quotes" or "curly quotes."  Please try to keep your offerings in the 800 to 1,000 word range, or less.  If you
send photos along with an article, proposed captions are appreciated.

Wind Knots is posted on the club's Web site as soon as it becomes available.  Check
www.texasflyfishers.org regularly for the latest newsletter and other news of interest.



Texas Flyfishers Membership Application
Please check one:      ‘  New Application           ‘  Renewal

To join Texas Flyfishers or renew your membership, please complete this form and mail it with your check
to the address below, or bring it with you to one of our monthly meetings.  All memberships expire June 30th of
each year, and renewals are due July 1st.  New members, please pro-rate your payment for the number of months
between now and the end of June, inclusive.  Our monthly meetings are held on the last Tuesday of every month
(except December), beginning at 7:00 p.m.

Dues are for (check one):   ‘ Individual at $24 a year        ‘ Family at $32 a year      ‘ Student at $16 a year

Name:_____________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________

Home phone: _________________________  Work phone: ___________________________

Email: ___________________________________

TEXAS FLYFISHERS
P.O. BOX 571134

HOUSTON, TX  77257-1134

Texas Flyfishers
P.O. Box 571134
Houston, TX  77257-1134


